Introduction
Businesses of all kinds are usually very keen to participate in regulation of their own sector. One way of contributing to regulatory activity is to exercise influence in the State institutions set up to solve conflicts between businesses and discipline entrepreneurs. This can lead to institutional capture, which we redefine at the institutional (not individual) level as an extreme form of joint regulation. This chapter describes and illustrates one of the ways the financial industry effectively runs a State institution through analysis of the operations of a judicial institution, the Paris Commercial Court. This is France's main first-level commercial court, and its judges are lay volunteer judges, that is, business people elected by their business community through their local chamber of commerce. The court functions as an institution of discreet joint regulation of markets, hearing commercial litigation and bankruptcy cases. It is a contested terrain, the object of broader conflicts played out outside the court buildings. We focus on how this court handles bankruptcy proceedings, observing the composition of chambers, the judges' networks, and the normative choices made by bankers when dealing with insolvency and recovery plans. The results illustrate the financial industry's domination of this institution, and its epistemic, normative and regulatory influence. This exposure of the connections between discreet joint regulation, the dual role of finance, and institutional capture more generally shows it is time to re-examine the inner organizational, structural and normative workings of economic and legal institutions, from the perspective of protecting the public interest in regulation of capitalist economies where the private/public sector boundaries are increasingly blurred. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 164
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Seeing joint governance in these terms follows both an organizational and a broadly conceived structural approach to economic institutions (Lazega, 2009, Lazega and Mounier, 2002) .
Courts are undeniably a locus of joint governance. They are not static institutions making atemporal, purely rational decisions (Heydebrand and Seron, 1990; Wheeler, Mann and Sarat, 1988) . They are a contested terrain, the prizes or objects of broader economic competition and conflicts that occur outside the courts (Flemming, 1998) . This is particularly true of courts where the judges are business people elected by their local business community. Attempts from outside the court to influence what goes on in court come from various angles. Flemming (1998) lists five such angles: external stakeholders can try to influence jurisdiction (the range of disputes over which the court has authority), positions (actors formally authorized to participate in the disposition of cases), resources (the capacity to influence the decisions of other actors), discretion (the range of choices available to actors) and procedures (rules governing courtroom processes). The parties involved in this contest may not be directly concerned by all the conflicts dealt with by the court, but they may have indirect material or symbolic interests in the court's rulings, and thus attempt to influence what goes on there.
Flemming's categorizations focus attention on specific processes of influence. We study the two processes concerning positions and resources (to borrow Flemming's vocabulary), and the relationship between the forms of influence they represent. This involves examining who is allowed to become a judge, and what kind of resources are made available to them when they sit in judgement, and when they participate in governance of firms through solving conflicts between businesses.
Collective actors involved in conflicts on the markets, such as companies, whole industries (in class actions, for example) or even State administrations, may have strong incentives to influence the appointment of judges and the resources available to those judges. The more litigious the sector the stronger the incentives to share the costs of conflict resolution. Such collective actors are usually considered as external actors. A concern for long-term protection of their interests provides the incentive to influence the court's decisions. They may do this by helping selected members of their own community to become judges. The stronger their incentives, the greater their desire for representation among the judges. Once in a position to solve conflicts between parties, these judges have combined incentives to influence the court's decisions: they represent the law and are supposed to be strictly impartial; but they may also represent, and therefore may seek to protect the interests of, the organizations that supported their becoming a judge in the first place.
Influencing who becomes a judge and what resources are available to judges can be a very strong, although indirect, way of influencing court case outcomes. Joint deliberation by a bench of judges is a mainstay of French legal institutions. Such deliberation -whether formal or informal -relies heavily on knowledge management by the court. This brings us to the second process (from Flemming's list mentioned earlier) through which influence on joint governance is exercised in such institutions. One way to influence judges' behaviour is to try and set the premises underlying their decisions, by attempting to control the information available to them while sitting in judgement. Judges from a given sector of the economy may act like 'judicial entrepreneurs' (McIntosh and Cates, 1997) , attempting to keep particular legal definitions alive, or promote ideas, customs, rules and interests that are commonplace in their sector but not in others. Influence over the premises of decisions can be assumed to affect the probability of winning a case, even though this 'framing control' by players is almost invisible to outside observers.
The law and the courts are aware that various actors in the court's environment will engage in such influence attempts. Anticipating that the court will be targeted in this way, the legal system lays down rules concerning conflicts of interests for judges: when they are too closely linked to one of the parties -for example, when they are to sit in judgement on a potential or actual competitor, they must step down from the case; if they do not and the conflict of interests is discovered, they will be removed from the case by their hierarchy. However, a structural approach to joint governance raises the issue of how far such procedural attempts succeed in neutralizing external influences (Lazega, 1994) , especially when the judges are elected volunteers. To summarize, given the incentives identified earlier, influence on judges can be expected to take the form of intensive efforts by interested sectors to shape the court, especially through selecting the judges and promoting normative choices that provide overall support for their interests.
This chapter analyses the operations of a judicial institution, the Paris Commercial Court, France's main first-level commercial court. This court is staffed by lay judges, business people elected by their business community through the local chamber of commerce, and handles commercial litigation and bankruptcies. As stated before courts are not static institutions making atemporal, purely rational decisions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 166 Finance in Public Service a contested terrain, the object of broader conflicts that are played out outside the courts. Through a study of the operations of this court with observation of the composition of chambers and qualitative interviews with judges, we examine some characteristics of this type of institutional capture, particularly the normative choices made by bankers judging bankruptcy cases. The results illustrate the normative and regulatory influence of the financial industry, showing a need to re-examine the inner workings of economic and legal institutions from the perspective of protecting the public interest in regulation of capitalist economies where the private/public sector boundaries are blurred.
Consular commercial courts as institutions of joint regulation
French commercial courts, also known in French terminology as 'consular courts' (tribunaux consulaires), are staffed by 'consular judges' ( juges consulaires). An explanation of the term consulaire is in order.
The consulat was a mode of urban government practised in the Middle Ages in the southern part of the Kingdom of France by cities with a right to self-administration and self-defence. 'Consulatus' derives from 'consul', meaning 'council'. The word referred to a community's ability to deliberate together in an assembly likewise called the consulat. Urban communities governed by a consulat could call themselves cities. All had markets and many had fairs. In a 'consular regime' the community was self-governed by way of consuls, who varied in number and qualifications. Merchants organized into socially distinct guilds occupied an important place in this regime. On the basis of the lex mercatoria, they managed to negotiate with the State a kind of joint regulation of their business activities within the consular framework: local self-regulation was to be founded on the State's sanctioning power. The State, given its own as yet embryonic administration, may paradoxically have seen this co-optation by local merchants as a means of further extending its central control over the country. A major component of this 'consular regime' is the tribunal de commerce or commercial court, whose content evolved over time. Each consular judge acts as both an individual judge and a representative (presumably with no explicit mandate) of the business community. Consular judges are unpaid volunteers elected for terms of two or four years (up to a maximum of 14 years) through their local Chamber of Commerce. In this institutional arrangement, the State, industries and companies, and the individual judges share the costs of exercising social control of business. The court sits one day a week to enforce law and customs among the judges' peers. Decisions made by the court can be challenged, as in any other court, before the Court of Appeal, whose judges are not business people, but highly trained professional magistrates. There are at least two categories of unpaid volunteer consular judges in the system: firstly, retired business people looking for social status, an interesting occupation and social integration; and secondly, younger professionalsbankers, lawyers, consultants -looking for experience, status and social contacts, sometimes on behalf of their employer (who continues to pay their salary while they are serving as a judge at the Court). If the individual judge is young enough, appointment to the court can help build a useful network of contacts (as explicitly stated in the brochures designed to attract new judges to the job) and pave the way to future positions in economic institutions such as the Chamber of Commerce itself, the Conseil Economique et Social (a powerful advisory board to the Prime Minister), and other honours dispensed by the State apparatus. For younger professionals, being a judge at the Paris Commercial Court has traditionally been considered a 'chore' rewarded in later years with seats on prestigious committees in France's economic institutions. Various types of lucrative contracts and missions to ' preventively' advise companies may also be awarded to former judges at the discretion of the current President of the Commercial Court. Consular judges can also become arbitrators in lucrative arbitration courts once they have served the maximum 14 years in the public court.
The consular judges see several justifications for this joint governance system. First, it is a cheaper and faster form of justice than a system with career judges. Business bears more of the costs of its own regulation, backlogs are much smaller and waiting time is shorter than in traditional High Courts. For example, there is no case law at this level of the court system. Second, career judges -who are civil servants -have often been considered inexperienced in business and unable to understand the trials and tribulations of private companies, or to monitor the behaviour of company directors satisfactorily, particularly in the insolvency and bankruptcy minefields (Carruthers and Halliday, 1998) . Third, business law often ignores the idiosyncratic norms and customs (called usages in French commercial courts) that derive from traditional subcultures marking whole sectors of industry (Macaulay, 1963; Swedberg, 1993) . Consular judges argue that efficient conflict resolution cannot ignore these bodies of rules and conventions that shape business practice differently in each sector. Since they are supposed to be experienced business people, Commercial Court judges are considered specialists in their field, which means they are more knowledgeable than career civil servants about these customs and able to adapt them more quickly to unstable or changing business environments; this puts the judges in a better position to foster regulatory innovations either as experts in their field consulted by Parliament, or as members of think tanks.
In this consular court system, the judges' predicament has always lain in the difficulty of representing both general and particularistic interests. When they are elected from the business community, they can be considered as representatives of the State as well as their community. They may claim they are not 'representatives' with a clear mandate from the industry that helped them become a judge, but members of that industry, and sometimes fellow judges, still expect them to speak on behalf of the industry and its customs. The public has always suspected that patronage appointments lead to politicized elections of judges, who then fail to detach themselves from their virtual 'constituency', that is, the industry that endorsed their nomination. Especially in small towns, litigants' confidence in the commercial court's impartiality is often impaired. They fear that the court could be controlled by competitors. The institution, however, assumes that its judges will be entirely independent despite the proximity between regulator and regulatee.
Over-representation of the financial industry among judges at the Paris Commercial Court
A six-year field study was conducted at the Paris Commercial Court, 1 which is one of the four large commercial courts in the Paris region. It comprises 21 general and specialized chambers (for matters such as bankruptcy, unfair competition, company law, European law, international law, multimedia and new technologies) which handle around 12 per cent of all commercial litigation in France, including large and complex cases not heard by the arbitration courts. There are around 150 judges each year. Socio-demographic examination of the judges shows that their average age is 59, 87 per cent are men and 38 per cent are retired. Positions occupied (or formerly occupied) by judges in their industry include CEOs (25 per cent), vice-presidents and top executives of all kinds. Among the younger judges, there are more professionals such as in-house lawyers, accountants and consultants. They mostly work for large business groups or medium-sized companies, but the judges prefer to remain discreet about their employers and professional ties. Most judges are highly educated graduates of France's most prestigious higher education establishments: administrative institutions such as ENA and Polytechnique, business schools, law schools and elite engineering schools (known as the noblesse d'Etat, literally the State nobility). 2 The Paris Commercial Court is complex in its organizational operation. Without going into too much detail, several kinds of professionals work there together: consular judges, clerks, business lawyers, prosecuting magistrates, bailiffs, experts of all kinds, professional liquidators and/or administrators (for companies on the brink of bankruptcy that can perhaps be saved). Judges are allocated across the large number of general and specialist chambers. The basic distinction in terms of specializations is between bankruptcy and litigation, which are governed by different procedural rules. But the litigation bench is then subdivided into several specialized areas as mentioned previously. Each chamber has a president who reports to the overall president of the court. In each chamber, cases are heard by a bench of three or sometimes five judges together, who issue their decision after listening to both parties, as in any other judicial court.
According to the justification of this system of joint governance, the elected judges should represent as many sectors of the local economy as possible, especially in large commercial courts such as Paris. At the time of the study, a wide range of economic sectors was indeed represented (the judges' current or former sectors of employment). In complex cases, intelligence about a sector could thus be supplied to the court by judges from that sector. However, some industries or companies invest more than others in 'judicial entrepreneurship' and bear a larger share of the costs of control, because it is in their interest to do so. Theoretically, all employers' associations can put candidates forward for the annual elections of consular judges (10 per cent of seats are up for election each year), but in practice some rarely do, and some do so much more regularly than others. In 2000, 29 per cent of the judges came from the financial industry. Forty-four consular judges, mostly with a legal background, were current or former employees of the financial industry, which puts several candidates up for election each year. 3 The financial industry is clearly over-represented, in absolute and relative terms, at the Paris Commercial Court. It accounts for around 5 per cent of the working population in Paris, where service industries are over-represented compared to the rest of France. The financial services industry's share of the total value added to the French economy was an average annual 5.3 per cent at the time of the study. 4 The financial industry is traditionally very litigious (Cheit and Gersen, 2000) . The list of cases heard in France, as probably in most countries, is dominated by contract disputes and debt collection issues. For obvious reasons, a sizeable portion of these cases involve the financial industry, which therefore has a strong incentive to invest in judicial entrepreneurship -for example, to ensure damage limitation in cases involving high levels of credit. Banks and financial institutions are often creditors themselves and since they stand to lose enormous amounts, they invest in penetrating the commercial courts and keeping the number of consular judges from their ranks high. With the high amounts of resources at stake in commercial litigation and bankruptcy, the financial industry is willing to play for influence over the rules. It has an interest in trying to shape the court and impose its own norms and practices over those of other industries.
The priorities of the financial sector (such as preserving high asset value and high sensitivity to the impact of corporate bankruptcies on the economy) can thus be defended in both the litigation and the bankruptcy chambers. One of the likely influence processes in joint governance is detectable in the selection of judges themselves (the 'positional' effect in Flemming's vocabulary). Small employers' associations lack the necessary clout to lobby effectively, and the resources to share the costs of control. Not all sectors of the business community can participate equally actively in the contests and attempts to shape the court from outside. Each industry's potential influence in the fight over this kind of contested terrain depends on the resources available to promote candidates for the jobs of consular judge -and those resources are not comparable between the financial industry and less well-organized sectors such as retail. The following example illustrates the financial sector's interest in assuming a larger-than-average share of the costs of control of the French business world. In 1985, France's socialist government changed the bankruptcy laws to give priority to fighting unemployment. The changes made were obviously consistent with the interests of employees rather than creditors. The new law required judges to rule on whether the companies in question could survive if they were better managed (Guéroult, Lamotte and du Marais, 1993) . If the judges decided that a company -and its jobs -could be saved, they were to appoint an administrator (trustee) to take over its management. If they decided it could not be saved, they were to order its liquidation. Banks and financial institutions were often creditors in these cases and ran the risk of losing enormous sums as soon as the new law was passed. For nine years, the French financial sector lobbied politicians to change the law.
5 A defeat in Parliament seems to have driven the sector to switch strategies, and try instead to increase the number of 'its' judges making insolvency-related decisions. In 2006, 21 years after the bankruptcy law's enactment, the financial sector finally secured an amendment in its favour.
As will be shown further, 6 bankers are also the big winners in the struggle for epistemic domination in the commercial court. Our previous results (Lazega and Mounier, 2002a , 2002b , 2011 expose the informal and indirect influence of bankers with a law degree over their fellow consular judges. A judge's sector of origin has a significant effect on his or her centrality in the judges' advice network. Bankers are overrepresented at this court, and bankers with a law degree are so central in the judges' advice network that they exercise strong indirect influence through premise-setting in its decision-making. For example, bankers are mostly non-punitive (Lazega et al., 2008 : they are less keen on awarding 'punitive' damages to plaintiffs in unfair competition cases, mainly because punitive damages can reach enormous amounts; and in many cases the companies with the deepest pockets, able to pay such amounts, are financial firms. Epistemic domination helps bankers impose their discourse, rhetoric and criteria in discretionary decisionmaking over time.
Money talks
What are the implications of this institutional capture for decisionmaking in the field of bankruptcy? Qualitative interviews with the judges about their preferences with respect to bankruptcy proceedings The first group of judges gives very serious consideration to the social consequences of bankruptcy decisions, particularly as regards employee salaries and the fate of the entrepreneurs who own the companies. These judges always favour a continuation plan when it will save jobs, as they consider job protection (including management jobs) the primary objective of any recovery plan. A positive representation of entrepreneurs, especially in industry, presents them as the true creators of wealth and innovators in the economy. The company as a complex entity (encompassing social, human, economic and other dimensions) must be protected against financiers who care only about profits. From this perspective, the commercial court is there to protect the industrial innovator by promoting continuation of the business and safeguarding the company, perceived as a source of economic life, and its most committed members, the business owner/manager and the employees. The judges who take this stand -mostly former entrepreneurs from the building, industrial and services sectors -are highly critical of their colleagues who care only about the corporate accounts and debt reimbursement. Judges interested only in the financial aspects of a company are considered as 'gravediggers' of business, incapable of understanding the true economic value of employees and business people. This and their narrow financial logic are considered responsible for the negative image of consular justice in bankruptcy cases.
A second group of consular judges with radically different ideas clearly favours business sale plans, in other words selling off the company to an external purchaser, considering this more viable than continuation plans. Transferring the firm to a new owner brings in new cash and creates a salutary shock for the ailing company because it makes radical reorganization of the business easier. Preserving the social dimension and protecting employees is not the main aim, as it soon leads to failure of the recovery plan followed by liquidation. Priority is instead given to creditors, who are considered the true developers of economic activity. The creditors are themselves companies and may be affected by their clients' difficulties, possibly to the extent of being pushed into bankruptcy themselves if debtors default on their loans, which in turn creates further layoffs. These judges consider that companies have a lifecycle beginning with birth (formation) and ending with death (bankruptcy and liquidation). Death is thus 'a fact of life' in business. Judges are merely acknowledging this and must not intervene to help companies in difficulty, as that would compromise the general operation of the market. Judges must only act to protect the interests of creditors and their capacity to keep re-injecting capital into new investments, thus driving the dynamics of the economy. This perspective is promoted by a sizeable minority of lay judges from both the financial and industrial sectors. They strongly criticize their colleagues' preference for continuation plans, which in their opinion constitute a practically destructive interference in the natural processes of the economy. The vast majority of them are in favour of selling off the ailing company, so that the market is self-regulating through competition. From this explicitly neoliberal perspective, death of the losers is part of the natural economic cycle; consular judges should not 'feed the zombies' and artificially sustain obsolete companies. Safeguarding jobs by extending the company's existence makes things worse in the long run. These judges are critical of the bankruptcy law enacted by the Left in 1985 (which considers employees as the company's primary creditors) and partly upheld by subsequent conservative governments, but also of what they consider their colleagues' sentimentality with respect to protection of jobs. They see bankruptcy as a purely financial problem: the choice of selling or continuing the business must result from purely financial reasoning, with survival at all costs not an option. The markets and competition will ensure the survival of the fittest through innovation. Favouring sell-offs is thus considered by this group of judges a realistic position that potentially avoids even worse human consequences. The social dimension of the problem must be dealt with outside the market economy:
I think that a continuation plan must have two potentially contradictory objectives. The first is that there must be at least some chance of the company recovering; it's not worth pushing for a continuation plan if the company will be back at the court six months later. So the judge must put on his businessman's hat and ask: 'Can they make it? Do they have a reasonable chance?' And the second, which matters a lot to me, is: 'Will they not disturb the social order?' Social order for me is the whole of competition. That is: by letting a company survive with lower, easier requirements than its competitors … if a company has difficulties, we must kill it off. There are no sick companies. In the jungle, I'm only half-joking, there are no sick animals. The sick animals are all dead. There is no problem with sick animals. Of course, the problem is that this creates social problems. The true problem is social, but that can't be solved in the markets. J9
As a banker I can tell you that bankruptcy is a phase in the life of companies. Companies are created; they live and die just like human beings. For financial analysis, the death of a company is the natural fate of the economic body. The question is how to prevent there being too many bankruptcies. Personnel problems need to be treated separately, through occupational retraining. J10
Protecting a company against competition is thus considered equivalent to giving it a licence not to innovate. It will stagnate with the status quo:
There's something very frustrating here: I think we live in a society that has completely seized up. There's no attempt to be imaginative. French society is not creative enough. If a company wants to produce textiles, fine. But there will be competition. Sometimes business people know it will be hard, but they don't realize what that means. What it means is that you shouldn't start a business if you don't realize what it means. We lack imagination and creativity; we live in a society of entitlements. I think the true problem is that we believe we're protected whatever happens. We perpetuate rights that we consider absolutely unquestionable, whatever they are, whatever the environment. J11
A third group of judges -the largest -is torn between these two positions and seeks pragmatic compromises tailored to the specificities of each recovery. These judges want to take all factors into account and find a solution that balances the interests of all stakeholders (owners, management, employees, creditors). neither continuation nor sale, nor must he side ideologically with business owners or employees. Laying off personnel and cancelling debt are measures that must be part of the consular judges' toolkit because they are part of the hard reality of business and markets, even if they are problematic for the judges' personal ethics. Sale to an external purchaser can also create tension, because it may sideline the founder of the company whom the magistrates would like to support. Coming from the world of business themselves, many lay judges identify with entrepreneurs in difficulty, and would like to help them:
Our big role is in bankruptcies. First of all, it's a very diverse and interesting universe: you meet lots of different kinds of people: judges, trustees, companies, bankers, financial backers, et cetera. And then the idea is not to sanction, but be firm with poor managers and help out good ones. When you see good businessmen in insolvency proceedings because of bad luck, because of the economy, because of a thousand reasons not of their own making, I like to help them get over this crisis and get back into business if possible. J12
I tend to favour the owners of SMEs. I spend my time trying to save them or help them out, and that's not the attitude taken by someone with a finance background. Even if matters are sometimes riskier in a continuation plan I tend to try, even when financially, a sale plan looks better. Because the owner of an SME, it's like he's the father of the company, it's his life, that's the long and short of it! If he wants to fight back and if he wants to carry on, I won't sell it off to someone else. J13
We also noticed that the hesitancy generated by the coexistence of strongly held conflicting convictions is fuelled by internal critiques within the court. For example, one former banker agreed with the critiques of positions taken by judges from her own sector, considering her professional past in banking was a handicap in bankruptcy cases, and contributed to the negative image of the institution. In her opinion, bankers spontaneously favour repayment of debt, and should therefore refuse to handle bankruptcy cases:
As a professional banker, I'd rather not do bankruptcy work because I'm afraid that my way of working will catch up with me: look AQ6 AQ6 In some discourses, the group of judges who systematically side with creditors is blamed for creating antagonism in the commercial court between entrepreneurs from all sectors of the economy and top executives from banking and finance:
Bankers and entrepreneurs don't behave the same way, we don't have the same experiences, we haven't lived the same lives. When you've been through all the anxieties of a small business owner, you're more sensitive to the value of continuation than top executives from large companies who never get to know those difficulties. I think that's the big divide: between the people who know what it means to be the boss of their own company, and the rest. J6
Some judges from the worlds of industry, commerce and services would even like to help failing entrepreneurs prevent takeover by purely financial buyers, who are often disliked. Other judges, we were surprised to realize through our interviews, simply prefer to keep out of bankruptcy work altogether, 7 with arguments such as the following:
I don't do bankruptcy work because liquidating a company means laying off 15 people and I'm not made to be a liquidator or gravedigger. Quite the contrary, I'm interested in helping out a bit. In my working life, I've always been in charge of development. I develop, I don't bury. I'm interested in creation, not destruction! J14
The conceptions of business and the role of consular justice with respect to bankruptcy expressed by the three groups of judges can be considered political. They should be related to the economic and political context at the time of the study: nationally famous French companies (such as SNCM, Tati, Moulinex) were filing for bankruptcy, the commercial courts were frequently in the news and the judges felt obliged to frame their discourse so as to respond to the critiques levelled against them. But these conceptions persist beyond the historical context in which they were recorded. 
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In sum, members of the third and largest group of judges claim to hesitate and steer a pragmatic course somewhere between the positions of the first two groups. They often also think they should not let themselves be guided solely by their own personal preferences, but seek advice from colleagues so as to find and support the solution that is most likely to succeed. In the following section we look at two characteristics of the court that can be considered sociological indicators of institutional capture as an extreme form of joint regulation in specialized institutions. We show that in a situation of uncertainty, the majority of consular judges turn to members of the second group of judges, and thus consult with colleagues who tend to put the interests of creditors first. We then show that bankers tend to be over-represented not only in the court as a whole, but also in its bankruptcy chambers. This indicates that bankers not only make more decisions about bankruptcies than non-bankers, but also dominate the court by advising their colleagues. Given their preference for protection of creditors (since banks are the main creditors in the economy), we can infer from these analyses that any advice provided to colleagues is also likely to favour creditors.
Bankers' epistemic domination in the court
We now look at whether or not judges from the over-represented financial industry are in a position to exercise invisible influence on other judges by providing them with resources such as information and advice. We measure this influence by looking at centrality in the advice network between all the court's judges. We assume that advice interactions between judges are equivalent to interactions setting the premises underlying judicial decisions, especially since bankers -particularly bankers with a law degree -may be sought out for advice because they have more legal knowledge than other lay judges. Patterns of adviceseeking in the court show who is prepared to listen to whom when framing and defining problems at hand in the judicial decision-making process. The advice network between judges can thus be considered as a bridge between structure and decision-making, and an indicator of the bankers' ability to be the main force behind this institution by building its 'epistemic community' (Lazega, 1992) . Examining how judges transfer and exchange advice helps measure the capacity of an industry to set the premises of such decisions by looking at the centrality of its representatives in the advice network between all the judges, and then at the determinants of that centrality. 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 178
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Data on advice-seeking between judges was collected in 2000, 2002 and 2005 using the following name generator:
Here is a list of all your colleagues at this court, including the President and Vice-Presidents of the Court, the Presidents of the Chambers, the judges, and the 'wise men'. Using this list, please tick the names of colleagues whom you have asked for advice on a complex case in the last two years, or with whom you have had basic discussions, other than formal deliberations, in order to hear a different point of view on a case.
Thanks to the very high response rate, we were able to define the complete advice network (excluding formal deliberations) between the Paris commercial court judges, measuring it three times as a longitudinal dataset, and thus tracking each judge's centrality in this network over time.
As is generally the case in advice networks (Krackhardt, 1990) , an informal pecking order or status hierarchy emerges among judges. In order to examine the relationship between bankers and centrality, we included these attributes and several other characteristics of the judges in a regression model predicting centrality in the judges' advice network. In addition to the main variables representing the judges' sector of origin (financial industry background, combined here with holding a law degree), a series of control variables were added to the model. Seniority, measured by the number of years an individual has served as a judge, can be understood as 'experience' and helps a judge wield influence independently of the sector of origin. Another consideration is that the other commercial court judges may not be the only source of advice and influence. Being well-connected and open to the business community can attract colleagues who need economic advice. The same is true of being well-connected and open to professional judges in other courts (especially the Court of Appeal, whose judges are career judges): such external ties can attract colleagues who need legal advice. It may also be true of being well-connected and open to the Public Prosecution office, although monitoring and influence by the Ministry are not always welcome in commercial courts. Being economically active (as opposed to retired) may also have an effect on centrality in the advice network: retired judges may have more time and be more available to discuss issues at length than working judges. Belonging to the State elite (the noblesse d'Etat explained earlier) means having connections in high places, with the potential for authority and influence among 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 Emmanuel Lazega and Lise Mounier 179 fellow consular judges. Table 7 .1 presents the analysis controlling for these effects.
The results expose the informal, indirect influence of bankers with a law degree over their fellow consular judges. A judge's sector of origin has a significant effect on being central in all three models, particularly when that judge hails from the banking industry and holds a law degree. Bankers are over-represented at the Paris commercial court, and among them bankers with a law degree exercise strong indirect influence in the organization through premise-setting.
Controlling for the other variables, active involvement in the social life of the court has an unstable effect (significant in one model only) on centrality in the advice network, and thus on the capacity to set the premises of other judges' decisions. In order to exercise such indirect influence, judges must also be greatly involved in the court and its social life, have and use connections outside the court buildings, and consult with professional judges. In addition to being socially active in the court and being a banker with a law degree, being a senior judge and seeking advice from other sources (the business community and professional judges) are also good predictors of potential influence in the Paris commercial court. A consular judge's reputation can be built inside the small microcosm of the court by investing in relations with other judges from the same or different courts. Seeking advice from the Public Prosecutor (the State's direct representative in the Paris Commercial Court) is significant and negative in 2000 (under a socialist government): the more contact judges have with the Public Prosecution office and its representatives, the less they are sought out for advice by their peers. In sum, the more socially active a judge is within the court, the more open to discussions with the business community and the legal environment -but less open to discussions with official representatives of the State -the more influence he or she has at the court. Finally, bankers' influence, particularly when they have a law degree, has effects on decision-making. For example, bankers are mostly nonpunitive : they are less keen on awarding 'punitive' damages to plaintiffs in unfair competition cases. In bankruptcy cases, bankers' influence does indeed have an effect on decision-making. If we now focus on bankers' involvement in bankruptcy chambers and their propensity to handle bankruptcies in a way that whenever possible favour sale as opposed to continuation of the business, Figure 7 .2 represents the composition of the four chambers dealing with bankruptcies at the Paris commercial court in 2000.
The proportion of bankers among the judges in the three bankruptcy chambers is respectively 3/7 and 5/12 for the first two, with one banker belonging to both, and 4/7 for the third chamber. These proportions reflect a strong presence in chambers where bankers have a vested interest, as banks are the main creditors in the economy and their representatives are exposed to serious conflicts of interests when they make decisions concerning company liquidation and priorities of claims on assets (by workers, creditors including banks, clients, suppliers or subcontractors). The most striking proportion is in the fourth chamber, which handles 'Opposition to orders of the bankruptcy judge'. This chamber is equivalent to a small internal appeals court for parties unhappy with decisions made by the judge handling their bankruptcy (juge commissaire), and five of its seven judges are bankers. Over-representation of bankers thus reaches a peak in the chamber hearing appeals against decisions made by the bankruptcy court, raising clear conflict of interest issues.
This very high proportion reflects an involvement that can only be interpreted as a form of damage control by the banking industry. Judges from the financial sector are clearly potential levers of influence for their industry. In addition, they are the only group who can dominate AQ7 AQ7 AQ8 AQ8 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 182 Finance in Public Service such an institution. Their dominant position results from their multiple forms of status -including knowledge of the law, centrality in the advice network, and intermediarity in joint regulation and 'shared' government of markets more generally -which increases their capacity, in a 'consular regime' (Lazega, 2011; to convince colleagues hesitating between a purely financial logic and a more industrial logic that sees a company as a collective creator of value.
Discreet joint regulation, the dual role of finance and institutional capture
Given the increasingly porous boundaries between the private sector and public institutions in advanced capitalist societies, institutional 
PROOF
capture in the form of joint regulation has become a policy issue even in areas usually considered closer to the core functions of the State, such as education, healthcare, family, security and science. Private economic actors in these market areas spend time and resources trying to structure their environment, improve their opportunity structure and manage the governance mechanisms that constrain them. These efforts are often built into the operations of economic institutions, especially institutions representing joint regulation. This chapter shows how organizational and network analyses can efficiently measure a level of institutional capture that is usually difficult to observe in complex joint regulation by State and private actors (Lazega, 2003 (Lazega, , 2009 ). As our case study illustrates, State captors can be representatives of the oldest incumbents rather than new market entrants as in Stark and Bruszt (1998) or Hellman, Jones and Kaufmann (2000) . Redefining institutional capture in this organizational and structural way as an extreme form of joint regulation focuses on corporatist efforts to design or redesign institutions, influence decision-making in rule enforcement and achieve collective gains for interest groups in these institutions. These factors add to collective actors' capacity to reap invisible benefits. A court can thus be captured inasmuch as interest groups are successful in using their influence to benefit overall from its decisions, even if not all rulings are in their favour.
Re-examining the institutional frameworks of market governance using organizational and network analyses can shed light on the mechanisms that facilitate institutional capture. In our case study, a complex system of cooperation between the State, local Chambers of commerce and voluntary (and militant) citizens produces commercial courts that offer a specific example of joint regulation with specific ways of sharing the costs of social control of markets. In particular, we focus on regulatory influence and the financial sector's special role in this process: when business becomes collectively organized to connect to the public sector, the dual nature (both economic and political) of this financial sector and its regulatory role and combined normative and epistemic influences can be brought to light. In our case study, the importance of the financial industry is measured not only by the number of judges it places on the bankruptcy bench of a judicial institution, but also by the centrality of its representatives in that institution's advice network. This epistemic influence at the conception and implementation phases of market regulation provides a level of remote control over the institution that is difficult to grasp and measure without knowledge of internal organizational operation, normative struggles and social networks. This 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 184 Finance in Public Service approach brings to light the mechanics of the dual role of banking and finance, and the structural position of bankers and financiers as heavyweight intermediaries between business and the State. As joint regulation increases, so does -in our view -the danger of widespread institutional capture by business running public institutions. This study suggests that public policymakers could benefit more systematically from organizational and structural studies of joint publicprivate regulatory arrangements by looking at such institutions through this lens. We suggest that this approach to the ways private and corporate actors defend and promote their regulatory interests -whether through the official political process or through the less accountable selection of private norms, even in public institutions -can be used in the future to rethink the notion of conflict of interests (Lazega, 1994) , a dimension of the relational embeddedness of economic action that has been relatively neglected in both the scientific and policy literature. Social and organizational network analysis can be very effective in detecting situations of conflicts of interests and institutional (not necessarily personal) corruption. It can be an efficient method of measuring the level of capture or independence of public office in such complex situations -provided capture is redefined as a collective process, not simply an illicit individual benefit.
Notes
1. The response rate reached an average 90 per cent in each phase of the study.
In an initial exploratory phase in 1999, we collected socio-demographic information about the judges, ethnographic information and observations on the operations of the court. During the second phase, in 2000, we interviewed all the judges face to face about various issues of interest to the presidency of the court, and included a name generator about advice-seeking in the questionnaire. The third phase, in 2002, consisted of interviewing all the judges about their motivations, careers and values, and added a second measure of the advice network among the judges. The fourth and final phase in 2005 was used to collect systematic materials on the judges' judicial reasoning (using vignettes and real-life court cases), and develop a third measurement of their advice network. This chapter is based on part of our qualitative data, particularly the organizational analysis and interviews with judges about their normative choices. 2. More details about this institution are provided in Lazega and Mounier, 2003. 3 . 7. Lay consular judges are also torn between celebrating the regulatory function of their institution and accepting the negative consequences of bankruptcy work for their public image. Some see the cost of handling bankruptcies, in terms of self-image, as higher than the benefit of being a voluntary lay consular judge, and this explains why they do not wish to sit in bankruptcy chambers. Some of their colleagues are highly critical of this attitude of malaise and withdrawal. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 
